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...the general answer to the question
What is man?
is that he is a symbol

— Charles S. Peirce —

The very notion of planetary homeostasis critically implies an active process of continuous criss-cross communication; semiosis is, in fact, the instrument which assures the maintenance of the steady state of any living entity, whether in Lilliputian microspace, dealt with by molecular geneticists and virologists; the Gulliver-sized world of our daily existence; or the (as far as I know) unique 'Gaia', the biosphere viewed as a Brobdignagian macrostructure that subsists upon a splendid blue marble.

— Thomas A. Sebeok, "Communication, Language and Speech" —

Non si è mai di fronte al caso, o al Fatò, si è sempre all'interno di una trama (cosmica o situazionale) pensata da qualche altra Mente secondo una logica fantastica che è la logica della Biblioteca.

— Umberto Eco, "L'abduzione in Uqbar" —

I would like to begin today by recalling the story of two statues which at one time were together. Enrique Amorim, an Uruguayan writer, came across them in a junkyard in Buenos Aires, behind one of those open-air stores which accumulate discarded objects of value, from demolished houses and villas. They were two identical and beautiful female figures. One of them Amorim presented as a gift to Silvina Ocampo, the wife of Adolfo Bioy Casares, who since then has kept it in her house in Buenos Aires, facing a mirror. Amorim kept the other for himself, which today can be found in the "Las Nubes" garden, facing a fountain. Several days ago, we invited Bioy to Salto for the 50th anniversary celebration of "Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis

Tertius" a story by Borges in which Bioy himself is protagonist, which was held in the very house where Borges claimed to have written it, in "Saito Oriental".

Long ago, Bioy had promised both Borges and Amorim that he would one day visit Salto, and this celebration was the first time that he had been there. However, as well as the expected encounter, there occurred other encounters, as unexpected as they were symbolic in which theory, imagination, and friendship intermingled and were extended, in much the same way a most distinguished and amiable intellectual recognition has united us here in Budapest to celebrate the 70th birthday of Thomas Sebeok, in honor of his outstanding contribution to the Doctrine of Signs.

It is already commonplace in modern history and current literary criticism to allude to a third entity, known as "Biores", the nickname which results from the fusion of Borges and Bioy, a superposition of names first coined by Emir Rodríguez Monegal in allusion to the visual superimposition which earlier Gisele Freund had merged in a single photograph. This name also records the close association which both writers established by means of an intimate, literary collaboration. It is precisely one of these works, Seis problemáticas para don Isidro Parodi (Honorio Hustos Doménec, 1942) which provides Umberto Eco with a basis upon which to formulate his witticisms on the subject of abduction. In "La abducción en Uqbar" (Eco 1984: central pages), he examines the type of conjecture which Peirce would call "Abduction", beginning with this parody of classic detective fiction signed by H. Bustos Doménec, one of the famous pseudonyms which Borges and Bioy adopted to authorize their parodies, hiding behind a pseudonym formed from two names and which alludes to these biographic and literary dualities towards which the parodies generally incline. It was quite some time since Emir invented the third name "Biores". This combination of "proper nouns" which are also their proper names — reveals a variant which is more transparent, yet no less legitimate than the pseudonyms behind which both authors attempted to conceal themselves, partially at least, under a third identity.

However we are not dealing here just only with bi-nominal pseudonymy, onomastic haplogy, which theory, criticism and semiotics have had the good fortune to extol, but, as well with the formulation, by means of this "hombre-nombre" (man-name), of a hypothesis on the coincidences between Borges and Bioy, coincidences which are not proposed by the fiction itself, but which the reader, being someone who elects his own choices, discovers or invents for himself, conjecturing between different worlds, imaginary or not.

In formulating these conjectures, I am taking into account the points outlined some years ago by Thomas A. Sebeok when, in his notable conference on "Vita sigillata" (1986: 77-78), he characterized

semiotics as a mode of extending mankind's perception of the world, and depicted its subject matter as 'the exchange of any messages whatever and of the systems of signs which underlie them'. I now have impressive progress to report: the central preoccupation of semiotics is an illimitable array of concordant illusions, its main mission to mediate between reality and illusion—to reveal the substratum of underlying reality and to search for the reality that may, after all, lurk behind that illusion.
Recognizing the necessity of this "mission to mediate" and the semiotic questions it solves, I will attempt to approach a part of the "illimitable array of concordant illusions" by focusing on the relationship between two masterful narrations, "Tiòn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" (Borges, 1940) and "La invención de Morel" (Bioy Casares, 1940). The objective is to recuperate by means of a hypothesis of "reading in a symbolic key", the convention, the initial union and the agreement, the pass-word which the term symbol would have originally established, the initial semantic coincidences which the accumulation of meanings has worn out through the exhaustion and replenishment of signify and symbolize.

Admittedly, 'symbol' is the most abused term of those under consideration here. In consequence, it has either tended to be grotesquely overburdened, or to the contrary reduced to more general kinds of behavioral phenomena, or even to absurd nullity [Sebeok 1976: 134].

Whilst strolling through the "Las Nubes" garden, Bioy Casares explained to me how Borges would frequently propose that they search for an original and distinctive meaning for any common word. By this was meant the primary meaning of a word, the original and earliest meaning which through overuse had fallen into oblivion.

In spite of being convinced that Borges had read everything, Eco suspected that Borges had not read Peirce; and it is my own suspicion that neither had Bioy. As I did not wish to remove this doubt, I preferred not to ask him.

Nevertheless, upholding such legitimate associations as those devised by Sebeok (Umiker-Sebeok and Sebeok 1981:17-52) and through adoption of a well known strategy, I am able to formulate, instead of the "French-Swiss Connection" (Sebeok 1979: 183-186), a type of "Argentine-American Connection". Just as Sebeok speculates (1979: 185) that Saussure (1857-1937) could have known of Peirce when he states that it is not all implausible that members of the Peirce family got acquainted with Henri de Saussure, 1829-1905, le père de Ferdinand) while he was here (Switzerland), but, again, there is no evidence to prove this.

It also does not appear implausible to me that Borges, who had been raised in an environment "où la plus haute culture intellectuelle est depuis longtemps une tradition" (Sebeok 1966: 2, 92) might have heard mention of Peirce from his own father. Jorge Guillermo, the father of Borges, was a professor of psychology, an anarchist and fanatical follower of William James. Indeed, because of James he may have proudly exhibited his own name, Guillermo (William) just as Peirce, due also to James, had adopted the use of Santiago. The Borges' adherence to the thinking of William James is well known and this can be further substantiated through mention of a strange anarchistic writer, Macedonio Fernández. Not only was he an esteemed friend of the family and through his philosophical speculations, an important influence on Borges, but was also one of the few people in Buenos Aires who exchanged correspondence with William James.

Whilst on the subject of their reading matter we can be certain that both Borges and Bioy had read Louis-Auguste Blanqui (1805-1881). We know as well that Walter Benjamin, having once acquainted himself with Blanqui's writings, could not put them down. Still cannot be sure whether or not Peirce knew Blanqui; however, by journeying to France in the 1870s as "Observer of the Harvard College Observatory" to complete astronomical investigations, remaining there for extended periods so as to observe and formulate his theories on the oscillation of the pendulum, meeting and later marrying Madame Juliette Pourtalai, I assume that Peirce could not have failed to have become acquainted with the "Astronomical hypothesis" which were formulated by Blanqui in Paris during those same years.

Those were the years of the Commune and Blanqui, as for the greater part of his life, remained confined in prison from which seclusion he would organize conspiracies, lay schemes for uprisings, never ceasing to write and plot. He was well known in Paris during those years as a socialist, conspirator, instigator of insurrections (1870-1878) and founder of secret societies, too well known in fact, for Peirce not to have known of his existence, nor of his extraordinary speculations on the strange plurality of stars and parallel worlds which wander through an infinite or indefinite space, the chemical constitution of spheres, their composition, distribution according to density of materials, the forces of gravity, the dimensions of stars and planets. Even from his prison cell, Blanqui kept himself well informed of the investigations of astronomy, past and present, could quote his hypothesis and experiments and confirm or correct them. It would have been difficult for those outside to remain unaware of him.

In much the same way as Peirce, Blanqui supposes and describes a plurality of diverse and co-existent universes in which the same objects present, as with Peirce, parallel existences. An interior reality of ideas and another exterior reality. Things and Facts, and a symbolical reality, which establishes a conventional cooperation between both, uniting them by means of a dynamical process, a symbolical activity of representation and mediation: an interior medium, an exterior medium, and between the two, another medium. I find it interesting to explore the poise of the Spanish word "medio" (Lat. "medium") with the view to formulate relations between fractions and units: Dos medios entre dos medios (Block de Behar 1990) gives three units or three times one peculiar unit; 2/2 divided by 2/2 = 1, or 1/1=1.

Sebeok (1981: 2) points out that Peirce proceeded to identify three Universes as being familiar to us: "The first comprises all mere ideas, those airy nothingings to which the mind of the poet, pure mathematician, or another might give local habitation and a name within that mind" (6,455). The second Universe is "that of the brute actuality of things and facts" (ibid.). The third Universe is, as already noted, the semiotic one, which comprises everything whose being consists in active power to establish connections between different objects, especially between objects in different Universes.
"SYMBOLICITY"

Rather than saying, as has too often been said, that the style is the man, or as with Bakhtine-Todorov, who claimed style to be two men, I would say that in this case, the symbol is three men. It is not a Question of replicating (neither copying nor refuting) sacred trios, the most sacred of all, nor would I say, as does Peirce (1866: 503):

In many respects, this trinity agrees with the Christian trinity; indeed I am not aware that there are any points of disagreement. The interpretant is evidently the Divine Logos or word; and if our former guess that a Reference to an interpretant is Paternity be right, this would be also the Son of God. The ground, being that partaking of which is requisite to any communication with the Symbol, corresponds in its function to the Holy Spirit. I will not however carry this speculation any further, as it may be offensive to the prejudices of some who are present.

Nevertheless, even if the constitutive terms of the triad are different, the transposition appears to me to be valid. The association of Borges-Biory gives place to a third entity: Biorges, as much "tiers-arbitre" as "tierce-personne." Neither Borges nor Biory, nor the two of them together, but rather a third man (with a name, a photograph, an output) who, starting from an amicable agreement, accounts for a symbolic entity which crosses spaces and species, kingdoms of reality and fiction, which are sanctioned through one and the same nominal estatute.

In the same way that Peirce considered "Crime (is) particularly suited to the application of Musement (Sebeok, 1981:36) I myself believe that the coincidences and the study of the necessary ways to achieve this coincidences, the pass-words which are exchanged, constitute another form of this "Pure Play (...)", with no rules except: this very law of liberty (Peirce) names Musement, and defines as a process by which the mind searches for "some connection" between two of the three Universes of Experience (Sebeok, 1981:35). As Peirce himself points out in the XI of his Lowell Lectures: "Tell me a man's name, his story and his matter of character, and I know about all there is to know of him."

It goes without saying that I am trying to conjecture, through two notable narrations by two different authors, some aspects of a "third dimension" which, according to Sebeok, any semiotic perspective requires, acknowledging furthermore, the accord which reveals the coincidences of a symbolic relationship the friendship which continues to unite statues far beyond and behind, in this type of "arriere-pays" neither poor nor sad, but which belongs to a third world. "Orbis Tertius", like the Earth, third only in name and position: Tôn and Uqbar being the first two.9

Chacun de nous, par conséquent, est fraction complémentaire, tessère d'homme, et, coupé comme il l'a été, une manière de carrelet, le dédoublément d'une chose unique: il s'ensuit que chacun est constamment en quête de la fraction complémentaire, de la tessère de lui-même.10

At the bottom of the page appears a footnote:
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La traduction n'est pas littérale, Le mot grec est symbole: mais son sens propre s'est perdu en français, tandis que pour nous la tesserale latine évoque une image plus concrète. Essentiellement il s'agit d'une tablette, d'un cube, d'un osselet, dont deux hôtes gardaient chacun la moitié, transmise ensuite aux descendants; en rapprochant l'une de l'autre (c'est l'étymologie) ces deux fractions complémentaires de l'entier, on établissait l'existence de liens antérieurs d'hospitalité. Le symbole est donc un signe de reconnaissance, manifestation d'une solidarité de droit.10

(If it is surprising that, considering an intense and rigorous application, the erudite scholar should have substituted precisely the term symbol. The philosophical, philological, linguistic, semiotic and hermeneutic coincidences brought about through symbolic definition are interminable).

Exactly fifty years ago, Borges published a story about the existence of parallel worlds, strange words which through contact or custom end up penetrating, and disintegrating, the real world. "Tôn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" is the trypic title of the story. Just as today, this parallel existence of words and worlds was exhaustively documented in complete bibliographies, indexes, thesauri, literal versions which analyzed and copied reality, causing it to vanish.

In the same year, fifty years ago, Adolfo Bioy Casares published La invención de Morel, a novel in which the eponymous character invents a machine which can produce immortal copies and perfect replicas of the images which are revealed through the cinema, movies that fascinated Morel as much as they fascinated Bioy. He describes a project which, as the protagonist explains, proposes to "give perpetual reality to (his) sentimental fantasy", recording all of the objects in copies which are so realistic that they become confused with the objects they represent.

The coincidences between the objects and their representation is so minute that one is led to think of an invention which does not invent; it conserves, and such conservation, as opposed to invention, can introduce an aesthetics of disappearance, in many ways contradictory, which, having been initiated by media, continues to be extended by them. Disappearance through multiplication would be the first contradiction. Furthermore, so far as mechanical conservation aspires to total conservation, so exact, that for this accuracy: it destroys what it conserves. Thus the representation loses the complexity—diaedic and triadic—which is its nature. By confusing representation with the represented object, it no longer represents—it ceases to be what it is—it is something else and as such can be yet another object or simply not be at all.

The conservation attempted in the past through the introduction of writing was not very different, and although it was by this means that history could begin, writing was the first invention which became lost between gods and myths. Since the time when the most ancient legends imagined with the same gest "the sword and the Pen" instruments of registration, technical and mechanical, have continued to aggravate this polemic. In our day, when everything is easily recorded by means of archives which take up all of time but virtually no space or place, the dilemma of the disappearance of that which is recorded, causes ever increasing alarm. Today the lack is through excess; technology, through being perfect is found wanting.
Technical registration dispenses a twofold efficacy; through mechanization it both conserves and destroys. By over production of images, with ever increasing fidelity, machines surmise perceptions and suppress presence. As stated by the narrator of La invención de Morel, "the copies survive, incorruptible." The same thing occurs in Tolkien where "even in memories, a fictitious past occupied the site of another, so that we can know nothing for sure—not even if it is false."

In spite of their differences, both narrations partake of a common species, a type of biographical and literary hybrid which recuperates, through reading, the origin of symbolic imagination. Thus this hybrid gives a name to a conflagration, both literal and distinctive, a fable, whereby authors, narrators, characters and readers, introduce fiction by use of words and going beyond its verbal limits, overflow it. There is enough hybrid in the hybrids. It is not etymology but rather literary proximity which in this case endorses the rule of the hybrid.11 A merger of species on one hand; and on the other, by exceeding the limits, another violation of norms; all those excesses of kind and measure which irritate the gods. Zeus did not tolerate these transgressions and chose to correct them by another form of violence.

C'étaient en conséquence des êtres d'une force et d'une vigueur prodigieuses; leur orgueil était immense; ils allaient jusqu'à se prendre aux dieux. L'histoire que raconte Homère d'Épée et d'Out, leur tentative d'escalader le ciel, c'est les hommes d'alors qu'elle concerne; ils voulaient en effet s'attaquer aux dieux.12

Greek androgynes or baelic insolence, no Gods will tolerate the challenge of mortal arrogance, and their divine (pre)potence burst unites into symbols. Entities that break into fragments, perhaps because if they didn't, they would be not able to reunite. Breaking of the vessels, the dispersion of Babel, cinnamon or the fracture which enables, through consecutive separation and reparation, the specificity of the symbol in an anthropological definition.

Si je ne me trompe, je tiens, dit-il un moyen pour qu'a la fois il puisse y avoir des hommes, et que ceux-ci mettent un terme à leur indiscipline, du fait qu'ils auront fait afflais, je m'en vais en effet, pour-suit-il, couper par la moitié chacun d'eux; et de la sorte, en même temps seront plus faibles, ils nous rapporteront en même temps davantage, parce que leur nombre se sera accru. Ainsi, ils marcheront tout droit sur deux jambes.13

Long before the laboratory, different biological species were crossed in the imagination, in which dreams, myths and legends combined and transformed entities, parts and halves into astonishing hybrids. In the hybrid, dreams, awakenings or awareness are mixed together, bringing forth a criss-cross reality of truth and fiction which claims a third medium, a symbolic space where these differences are reuniend in a new entity which cannot be alien to semiotics.

The chimera, the fabled animal which contracts into one dream parts of a lion, dragon and goat was not exclusively gothic; Nor would paganism, an indigenous belief in an animal which identified itself with an individual and does not separate from it—be found only in our own American continent.

In spite of the distances that separates them, these fabulous derivatives spring from the same flight of imagination, an open shelter against the rigidity of species and genres, from where would embark once and again the mythological quest for an anterior unity, pre-hinting the stages of an ever latent metamorphosis.

This confusion of diverse species which the hybrid generally stirs up reinforces the coincidences and differences which attend two notably distinct and distinguished individuals. Thus, on examining their fiction, and bearing in mind the affinity which both writers share, a first opposition would note Biny's preference for hybrids and Borges' resistance to them. Except for references to the Minotaur, hybrids which are not frequently found in Borges' invention have required his careful inventory. (Borges, 1967)

On the other hand, such transgressions of fauna classifications through fabulation occur constantly in the bestiary of Biny (Plan de evasión, 1945; Dormir al sol, 1973, Diario de la guerra del cerdo 1969) who does not reject zoontomorphomorphic experiments in isolated lands, nor doctors, machines and hospitals where transplants and mysteries are engendered.

However, "La secta del Félix", a 1944 story by Borges which recalls an animal of fable, presents another emblematic and narrative example of remote, fantastic mutations. The interest of this story lies on the fact that it illuminates another difference which tends to oppose both authors. If Historia de amor is not only the title of one of Biny's books but comprises, in addition, material from narrative and personal adventures. Biny omits all such references, or at least observes them in secret, in the same way that the men who formed the secret sect, perpetuated it by concealing their (sexual/textual) ceremonies. Without ever referring to the sentimental mentions in Biny's works, the allusions to women and love would make up, without doubt, the most numerous entries in any thematic catalogue of his works, a catalogue which has, indeed, already been compiled.

For a variety of reasons, one must attribute to Borges rather than Biny, the memorable sentence which appears at the beginning of "Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" and which constitutes the principle of the story, both the initiation as well as the origin and foundation: "One of the heretiarcs of Uqbar had declared both mirrors and copulation are abominable because they increase the number of men". Yet neither mirror nor fatherhood are abominable to Biny who would often recall with delight, the triple mirror in the dressing room where, as though she were immortal, the image of his mother Marta, Marta, as his daughter, was repeated to infinity.

Yet in precisely the same way as the hero of La invención de Morel who, sliding between two images, becomes an image which departs from real life and enters into fiction. Biny as a character in this story quoting this phrase provides a setting—a space which is an origin to the story. And that would have been enough.

Thus Borges begins this monumental story with an apocryphal assertion. In the fiction, Borges attributes it to Biny, but outside the story, Biny does not claim it as his own. Nevertheless and in spite of such "auto-deauthorization" the narrator of La invención de Morel states "Man and copulation cannot hear long intensities", modulating, in few words a similar but not identical idea.

With one quotation they patent—a privilege of invention, too— the invention of a real world. Though it may not be legitimate, nor merit repetition, the quotation is worthwhile as it provokes the encounter of the personage in person. This is certainly not the first intrusion of a world of fantasy in the real world, however, the union
CONVOCED BY THIS QUOTATION SERVES AS A MOT-DE-PASSE, A PASS-WORD WHICH PRECIPITATES A CLANDESTINE ENCOUNTER BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THE TEXT, AN ALMOST SECRET PASSAGE, A SAFE PASSAGE AND ALIBI, THROUGH WHICH THE NARRATOR OF TiLON EVOKES HIS PEERS AND THOSE OF US WHO ARE NOT.

ONE COULD SAY THAT THIS QUOTATION, LITERAL OR ALTERED, PRETEXTS A BEGINNING AND A PLOT, IT FUNCTION AS A PASSWORD THROUGH WHICH TO ENTER AND LEAVE THE TEXT WITHOUT ANNULING THE PACT OF FICTION WHICH HAS BEEN SEAL BY BOTH NARRATORS—A PACT BETWEEN THEMSELVES AND ALSO WITH THEIR TACTILE READERS, FROM THAT DISCOVERED OR INVENTED TERRITORIALITY, BETWEEN BEINGS OF DISTINCT REGIONS, PLANES AND PLANETS.


THE NARRATOR OF TiLON AFFIRMS THAT "AS WE ARE SLEEPING HERE, WE ARE AWAKE IN SOME OTHER PLACE, AND EACH MAN IS TWO MEN." SYMMETRIC REASONING WOULD ATTEMPT TO PROPORTIONALLY REDUCE THIS DUALITY TO A SINGLE UNIT, TOWARDS WHICH THE STORY INCLINES. WITH THIS IT WOULD BE SAYING THAT IF ONE HAS THE RIGHT TO BE TWO, EVEN MORE, CONVERSATION, DO TWO HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE ONE? 15 IN THE DICTIONARIO DE LA REAL ACADEMIA ESPAÑOLA, THE FIRST DEFINITION OF THE WORD MONSTRUOSA (MONTRUEUX) IS "A PRODUCTION WHICH CONTRADICTS THE REGULAR ORDER OF NATURE". HOWEVER, BECAUSE IT MULTIPLIES ITSELF, AND ALSO BECAUSE IT DE MONSTRAR (FROM THE LATIN MONSTRAR COMES MUESTRAS AND MONSTRAS IN SPANISH). A MONSTROSITY IS MORE OFTEN THAN NOT A MOUTH OF DREAMS AND STORIES. THIS "SHOWING" IS INEXPRRESSIBLE BECAUSE "TO SHOW" (MUESTRAR) IS "TO MAKE VISIBLE", AND IS, ABOVE ALL, NOT "TO TELL". SINCE ANTIQUITY, "TO TELL" (CONTAR) AND "TO SHOW" (MUESTRAR) APPEAR AS CONTRARY ACTIONS, CONFRONTED BY TWO IMITATIVE AND ANTAGONISTIC RESOURCES, DIAGNOSIS AND MISDIAGNOSIS, WHICH EVER SINCE THAT POINT IN TIME HAVE BEEN RIVAL. AS WITH OTHER ANTAGONISTIC WHICH INITIATE SO MANY COSMOS, BOTH RESOURCES, ON BEGINNING THIS STORY, APPEAR CONTRADICTORY YET EQUAL, "I OWE THE DISCOVERY OF UQBAR TO THE CONJUNCTION OF A MIRROR AND AN ENCYCLOPEDIA."

THE CONFLABULATION, THEN, BEGINS WITH THE UNION OF THIS PAIR OF OBJECTS, A DIFFERENT PAIR WHICH REPRESENT EMBLEMATICALLY BOTH AN IMAGE AND A WORD. THE MIRROR EXPOSES, SHOWS AND RISKS: THROUGH NOT SHOWING, THE BOOK CONTAINS AND CONCEALS. BOTH ARE IMITATIONS, OR AMBIENTIAL REPRODUCTIONS. THEY PRESENT AN ABSENCE, WHICH IS TO SAY, THEY REPRESENT, BUT NOT IN THE SAME, PRESENT SOMETHING ELSE. ONCE SHOWN, DESCRIBED AND TOLD—AS THE FIGURE IN A MIRROR, THE ARTICLE IN AN ENCYCLOPEDIA, A REFLECTION CAUSES AN IMAGE AND ANOTHER REFLECTION, ITS DISAPPEARANCE.

EACH REPRESENTATION REMAINS ATTENTIVE TO WHAT IT REPRESENTS, OR ATTEMPTS AGAINST WHAT IT REPRESENTS. THE DUALITY—IMAGE OR WORD—IS CONTRACTED INTO ONE SUSPECT UNITY WHICH IS ENCOUNTERED IN THE ORIGIN OF THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL FRACTURE, OF THE BESPOKE WHICH THE SYMBOL—SÍMBOLO—DOES NOT LOSE WHEN APPLIED TO OTHER DESIGNATIONS. IT IS A FACT THAT IN GREEK THE TERM COULD MEAN SIGN, SIGNAL, MARK, EMBLEM, INSIGNIA, ETC.; HOWEVER THE NORMAL USAGE OF THESE MEANINGS IN THE PAST, DID NOT AMOUNT THE REVOVING THE REMAINS OF A JIG-SAW PUZZLE, THE SHATTERED FRAGMENTS OF A SHARED UNIT, WHICH WOULD VERIFY THE RECIPROCAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THOSE WHO CALLED, THROUGH MEANS, A FORMER FRIENDSHIP. AS BORGES' NARRATOR SAYS (BORGES, 1940):

BIYO CASARES HAD DINED WITH ME THAT EVENING AND WE PONDERED A LONG TIME ON THE VAST POLÉMICO WITH REGARD TO THE EXECUTION OF A NOVEL, IN FIRST PERSON, WHOSE NARRATOR WOULD OMIT OR DISFIGURE FACTS, OR INCUR IN DIVERSE CONTRADICTIONS WHICH WOULD PERMIT JUST A FEW READERS—INDEED, VERY FEW READERS—THE DIVINATION OF AN ATROCIOUS OR BASAL REALITY.

MANy CRITICS HAVE CONSIDERED THAT IF THE NARRATOR OF TiLON, INSTEAD OF SAYING 'NOVEL' HAD SAID 'STORY', THIS PASSAGE WOULD REMIT TO "TiLON, UQBAR, ORBIS TERTIUS" OTHER WORDS, TO THE SAME 'STORY' (RODRIgUES MOREnaL, 1978) FROM WHERE IT COMES. EVEN THIS NARRATURAL DIFFERENCE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN NECESSARY AS IT IS NOT THE PATH OR AUTOREFERENCE WHICH CAN RELATE FICTION INSIDE THE SAME FICTION. IN THE STORY, THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER PLAYS ON "INTERREALITY" WHICH DOUBLE THE FICTION (AUGMENTS OR DIVIDING IT). INSANITING FROM THIS IMAGINARY WOULD THE AMBIGUITIES WHICH COMMON PLACE AS MUCH IN THE HISTORY OF FANTASY STORIES, AS WITH ANOTHER HISTORY WHICH IS NO MORE REAL.

"WHO INVENTED TiLON?" ONE DOES NOT HAVE TO REDUCE THIS UNIVERSE OF FICTION TO THE CREATION OF A NOVEL, A MERE VERSION OF THE EARTH. "LA TERRE EST TRES TERRE A TERRE", AS LA FORGUE—REPLACED TO THE INVENTION OF A COUNTRY BY MEANS OF AN AMAZING "CITA" BY ANOTHER WRITER, A "CITA" WHICH AT TIMES FIGURES IN AN INCONSTANT ENCYCLOPEDIA. JUST AS THE WORLD, A PLANET, A POET, BEGIN TO EXIST THROUGH A "CITA" AND FINISH UP ITS FINALITY WHICH IS ALSO AN END-SUBSPECIES OF ENCYCLOPEDIA.

HOWEVER, EITHER THE EDITOR OF TiLON SHOULD HAVE DETERMINED THAT THE NARRATOR, NARRATED IN FIRST PERSON, TO WHICH BORGES REFERS, MIGHT BE LA INVENCIÓN DE MOREL. THE PUBLICATION DATE OF THE STORY COINCIDES WITH THAT OF THE NOVEL, 1941, AS HAS BEEN MENTIONED ALREADY. IN SHORT, THE NARRATOR ALSO RELATES IN THE FIRST PERSON, OMITTING DATA, TWISTING FACTS AND CONTRADICTING HIMSELF. THE REALITY WHICH RESULTS FROM THIS "NOVEL"—ACTUALLY A FICTION—IS NO LESS ATROCIOUS OR BASAL. THIS COINCIDENCE, HOWEVER, APPEARS TO BE NEITHER SUFFICIENT NOR PRUDENT, AND ABOVE ALL, DO NOT WISH TO COMMIT THE SITUATION. THE ERROR WHICH THE INDIRECT EDITOR OF MOREL'S DIARY CONSTANTLY NOTES. TO SAVE PHILOLOGICAL LAPE, I WOULD IDENTIFY THE NOVEL OF THE STORY NOT WITH BUT WITH AT LEAST TWO NARRATIVES: TiLON, UQBAR, ORBIS TERTIUS AND "LA INVENCIÓN DE MOREL" DUALITY WHICH BOTH WORKS ILLUSTRATE AND LEGITIMIZE. IN FACT, ONE MIGHT NOT EVEN HAVE TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THEM "I SEARCHED IN MY POCKET, TOOK OUT the BOOK COMPARED THEM. THEY WERE NOT TWO COPIES OF THE SAME BOOK, BUT RATHER TWO EXAMINES, OF THE SAME COPY." 18

BOTH BIYO'S TEXTS, AS WELL AS THE STORY OF TiLON—WHERE ONE OF THE SCHOOLS NEGLECTS, AND ANOTHER AFFIRMS BI-LOCALIZATION, OMIT ANY ALLUSION TO WORDS AND WORDS. AS WITH THE UNIVERSAL MULTIPLICATION WHICH ABUND IN DIFFERENT PASSAGES: BLANQUI, BOTH AUTHORS COINCIDE IN ELABORATING A RHETORICAL, BIOLOGICAL OR COSMOGONIC LAW OF GEMINATION. AS WITH THE FRENCH VISIONARY, THEY DO NOT DISCUSS THE EXISTENCE OF OTHER UNIVERSES, DIVERSE "MULTIVERSES": 19

HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS REPEAT THE STUPIDITY AND CRIMES OF HUMANITY AND WELL, THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF MILLIONS WHO REPEAT THEIR INDIVIDUAL FANTASIES. EACH ONE OF OUR Moods. BE THEY GOOD OR BAD, SHOULD HAVE AT
"SYMBOLICITY"

its disposition a collection of personal gloves! All the interlocking of the heavens would be replete with our counterfigures!

One could continue to compare, distribute coincidences and assign individual responsibilities to two author-readers who defend their own and shared individualities as from their principles of fiction, not only through years of collaboration and concurring dates and themes, but as well, through ambiguities and resources of thought and imagination, resources which mark a procedure and a return, two books which need each other so as to be repeated or contradicted, to fulfill themselves inside an economy of compensations applied through this mechanism of exact likeness, as conceived by Blanqui.

Borges and Biyo cross-cuts distinct roles. The textual stages are various. Biyo dedicates his novel to Borges, Borges writes the prologue. Borges installs Biyo as a persona in his story, and even better, attributes to him an elusive "cita" which he invents or discovers in (unconstant editions of books) which appear and disappear as figures in a mirror. However this "cita" whoever it may be from, whoever it may be with, is overall an encounter where imagination and thought are conciliated.

The same contradictory principle, the reproduction in mirror or in species, is a strange origin because it initiates something which already exists; something which has begun before the beginning, compromising imagination and species or the imagination of the species. Reproduction does not originate through the image in the mirror, but rather beforehand it is in mind where time and space are confused. Through reproduction-textual as well as sexual—the species which had already begun to exist, continues.

The question of reproduction is constant throughout the writings of Borges and Biyo. Perhaps it all began with the transcription of certain texts which, according to Rodriguez Mongeal, both writers collected during the 1930's and which later published in a section of the "Anales de Buenos Aires" under the title of "Museo", using the pseudonym "B. Lynch Davies". Beside being a curious section in itself, and the title to a text, museum figures as a recurrent localization in the work of Biyo and "Museum" is the term which Borges employs to begin one of his most significant texts "Del rigor en las ciencias". As much the museum as the library, both spaces gather and distance all kind of relics in a parallel world of originals and copies, metaphors of displacement, metaphors of transport, that is, metaphors of metaphor, movements of the imagination which isolate themselves or seek asylum in a museum, the utopian site outside of time where, paradoxically, history is reserved; a reservation of the imagination in the margins of history.

While mentioning transports, copies, reproductions, metaphors and symbols which are fractures, isolated or imaginary museums, it is impossible to forget that during those same years W. Benjamin was elaborating one of the most off-quoted essays in recent years (Benjamin 1936).

Through different approaches, W. Benjamin, Borges and Biyo speculate, from distant points, on originals and copies on static pieces in the museums or transported ones, in movement and in the cinema. La invencion de Morel and "Tlön, Uqbar, ..." were published in 1940; in 1940 W. Benjamin, under threat from the French police or the Gestapo, committed suicide. The advance of Nazism in those same years appears to be intertwined in his writings, the theme of mechanical reproduction, of perfect reproduction as well. Since ten years any symmetry with an apparent order—dialectical

materialism, anti-semitism, nazism—has been sufficient to fascinate men", Borges remarks in a postscript to this story. Neither the story of Biyo, nor the novel of Biyo are detached from the tragedy of a century which could not hold back the advance of totalitarianism, the obsessive problem of a Trauerspiel, a mourning for that which the memory cannot be enough and which mechanical reproduction finishes off in a deadly game (20). A Faustian pact inside out; the narrator falls in love with Faustine, a Faust made woman, but above all a false Faust, an "unfaust" Faust, Faustine being pronounced "Fausse" in French.

In the novel, Morel explains his invention which, though anticipating death, will assure immortality; "Now I will explain to you about my invention," says the personage, and the certitudes of this announcement reminds me of Peirce's formulation in 1866 (p. 501):

Gentlemen and ladies, I announce to you this theory of immortality for the first time. It is poorly said, poorly thought, but its foundation of truth.

The world and the totalitarianism were already there, in 1940, and have begun to extend themselves. "The world will be Tlön", the narrator continues to say. As is the cosmos, so is "Tlön", an ordered, all articulated, coherent planet. Spelling out the successive capital letters of the title, as cardinal points in an old atlas, gives T.U.O.T., which is "tout" in French but in an inverted sense; all turned around as the image in the mirror, as "le monde inversé", inverted and ruined by the machines which Morel invented reproducing life but immobilizing it. An invention to avoid death proverbs and conservatism. In the inverted world of Tlön, it is necessary for each text to find completion with its opposite. According to Biyo, the "primary language" which is that of Tlön resembles the "pantanal" which was invented by Xul Solar, and to confirm this recentance, Borges translates exactly an example of this "inversion" in his story. Besides having a mania for "pangames", Xul Solar considered La invencion de Morel to be one of the "pangames", a total book.

As did both Borges and Biyo, W. Benjamin, identified the mechanical efficiency of the media, the temptation of the media with the totalitarian temptation. "The loss of aura”—Benjamin's own formulation—which marked the individualhood of a work of art, warms of the individual loss, mass murder, the concentration camp, the suicide of Benjamin. In place of a person, the image, in place of the work, its reproduction: the mechanical temptation compromises memory and immortality: at the same time they affirm and refute. Neither Dr. Caligari, nor Mefistio, neither Moreau nor Morel nor the Doctors Faust could prevent Hitler.

Political activity appearing aesthetically in multiplied images through photography and the cinema imitates a counterfeit life—"contrefaire" is "imitate" in French. The original, when folded or doubled, becomes a counterfeit. The copies which plunder it and the loss of originality which distinguishes and designates both the individual and his origin are one cause of fragmentation and totalitarianism. A present which through representation is absent; a past which through images, has passed.

In La invencion de Morel can be found the major concerns of today: the relation of the recorded with the memory, the verity as a version, the impossibility of a history, as impossible as its legacy because it is equally tolerant of both memory and
profanity, "Toute la mémoire du monde" is a film by Alain Resnais (1956) which portrays the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris in an interminable debate between memory and oblivion. There in the BN, as it is called by the French, one can hear a reader mumbling almost unidentifiable words through the telephone: one of them is "Tion". That same year, Nuit et bruitard (1956) also by A. Resnais, assembles outrageous film clippings from Auschwitz which show piles of accumulated human remains, the remains of humanity. The same director made L'année passé à Marienbad (1961), a film which reviews the illusions of memory where figures debate between shadows and mirrors, trying to distinguish the fluctuations and ambivalences of the emotions and perception. Like the figures that shadow the narrator of La invencion de Morel, there gather spectres which run through the rooms and gardens of a theatre, a museum of a brain, a ghostly projection which could have taken place in Los Teques or in Marienbad.22

Framed within the fragmentation of photographs, the faithful copies cut and mounted by the cinema, W. Benjamin, Borges, Biyi observe the affinities across unfathomable universes which cross and interlock together at an historic intersection where an Encyclopedia can anticipate a revolution and films, informative or fantastic, more than just reproduce history, can produce, double and originate it at the same time. These mechanical versions multiply worlds which are not just parallel because they co-incide in imitating and modifying each other reciprocally, and where documentation does not rely on a mere austere fiction in which identity is reduced to a police record—an identity card, a cell (cedula and celda is almost the same word in Spanish), a square piece of official paper resembling the four walls which keep a man recluse in prison, as that which incarcerated Louis-Auguste Blanqui for the greater part of his life, yet from which he invented galaxies and revolutions, both astral and historical, the same ones which years later, from different.utopias, were to be discovered by Benjamin, Borges and Biyi.23 It is indeed noteworthy how through fiction and reflection, all three of them invoke profusely and at the same time, the visions of Blanqui and his celestial speculations.24

In the same way that Isidro Parodi resolved crime enigmas from inside a cell, one must be amazed at how Blanqui, from his prison, continued to be the stubborn conspirator who never ceased to create, as did the tóinists, secret societies in diverse worlds, nor did he cease to plot, from his confinement, plans for insurrection which did not confuse the monotonies of a revolution, a return to the beginning, an apocatastasis which is inaugurated through continual restimulation, again and again.

NOTES

1 The "Centro Cultural Internacional" was founded in Salto, Uruguay in mid-August 1990. As the motive of its inauguration, we celebrated the 50th anniversary of Borges' story "Tion, Ubár, Orbis Tertius" which he claimed to have written in "Salto Oriental" where this new Cultural Center is located. Ever since the first edition of the text, in the magazine Sur, N°68, Buenos Aires, these references appear in footnotes to the story. Borges, together with his mother, Leonor Acevedo de Borges, used to frequently visit this Uruguayan province where, as well as a circle of friends, they had close family connections. Esther Haedo, the wife of Enrique Amorim, an important Uruguayan writer and owner of the villa "Les Nubes" where we held our meeting, still preserves memories of the repeated presence of Borges.

2 "Salto Oriental, 1940" is a double reference which figures at the end of the story, perhaps so as to underscore the contrast with his famous pre-dated "Postdata de 1947", published in 1940 together with the rest of the story.

3 I would like to warmly express my gratitude for the friendly participation of the ODIN Teatre: Isabelle, Julia, Falk, Jan, who have demonstrated yet again, their most generous friendship. Thanks especially to their director Eugenio Barba.

4 In Jorge Luis Borges, a Literary Biography (Rodriguez Monegal, 1978) Emir recounted the story of this name which had been devised years before to designate "the author" of much "humorous stuff" which both writers had produced, parodying the grandiloquent expressions of known writers and critics, the inflated rhetoric of traditional River Plate criticism, and the procedures of detective fiction, as well as the formalities and canons of literary events in general.

5 The attraction between enthusiastic readers has continued without interruption. Last year I mentioned to Biyi the coincidences between his aesthetics and those of Walter Benjamin. Since then, as he remarked in Salto, he has been reading W. Benjamin uninterrupted.

6 L'éternité par les astres. Hypothèse astronomique par L.-Auguste Blanqui, Paris, 1872, was a book too well known at the time for Peirce to have been unaware of it. Many of his themes touched on those of Blanqui, and his French relations could not have failed to point out to him the existence of the author, his books and his ideas.

7 As was the case with Isidro Parodi, the famous personage of Borges, whose detective strategies were most productive to the Umberto Eco, of both fiction and theory, Blanqui from his prison could perform feats which belied his seclusion and isolation.

8 In French, the "tiers-arbitre" is the one encharged with settling disputes between two references, and tierce personne" therefore, by extension, means a foreigner Dictionnaire Petit Robert (Paris, 1982).
I prefer to discard the current most widely used meaning of "third world: the feeling of protest, appeal for charity or ambivalent resignation on occupying one of the least positions inside an established order according to criteria which does not appear to be valid, and recapture, thus, the "Orbis Tertius" the ancient cartographical planetary inscription where the Earth figures as the third planet of the solar system in distance outward from the sun. I do not doubt that the Earth is Orbis Tertius, that is to say, the third world.

I have used the French translation as it is the only bilingual edition which I have been able to find. In addition, I am interested in the translators' footnotes and his substitutions. Platon, Le Banquet, Tome IV, 191d, texte établi et traduit per Léon Robin (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1941).

Latin hybridus, -ae, bâtarde, de sang mélangé. Se dit des animaux et des hommes. (La graphie a sans doute été influencée par un faux rapprochement littéraire avec l'âpre (A. Ernout et A. Meillet, Dictionnaire Etymologique de le langue Latine (Paris: Klincksieck, 1932; Reed, 1979).


Ibidem 190 d

Barthes names as enantiology (a partir du fr. enantiotope, gr. enantiotopos "opposed" and gr. morphe "form"), the discipline involving the study of the complex transformation undergone by images when inverted in a mirror.

Borges says: "The idea of a single subject is omnipotent. Rarely do books bear a signature. The concept of plagiarism does not exist: it has been established that all works are those of a single author who is timeless and anonymous. Criticism tends to invent authors. It will choose between works, - let us say, the Tao Te Ching and the 1001 Nights, - attribute them to one and the same author and afterwards determine with honesty the psychology of this interesting homme des lettres (Genette 1946). G. Genette uses this same quotation to form the basis of L'Utopie litteraire" which is precisely what is here being dealt with.

Ibidem 17: The word "cita", in Spanish, means both "quotation" and "appointment".

18 In both the novel and the story, duplication is unavoidable. I know something which might be of use to the readers in this report in ascertaining the date of the second apparition of the intruders. The two moons and the two suns were seen on the following day. It could have been just a local apparition; nevertheless it seems more likely to me to be a phenomenon of mirages, brought about by the moon or the sun (....) But I think that the two moons and the two suns don't hold much interest; they would have had to have reached everywhere, either through the sky or through more complete and scholarly information. I am not recording them so as to accord them any poetic or bizarre value, but rather so that my readers, who receive newspapers and have birthdays, may put a date on these pages." This is about a duplication which the narrator even with the corrections of the editor had already confirmed. We are experiencing the first nights with two moons. But already they have seen two suns. Cicero recounts in De Natura Deorum:

Tum sole quot ut a pare audivi Tuidiano et Aquilio Consulibus evenerat.

"I don't believe it was a bad quotation" says the narrator. It is here where appears the editor's note which says at the foot of the page "He is mistaken. He omits the most important word geminato (from geminatus-geminated, duplicated, repeated, reiterated) (Bissy 1940).

In the Italian translation of L'eternità per le altre Fabrizio says that "L'universo di Blanqui si pluralizza in multiversum. Ed è il pluralismo derivato dal suo atomismo, ovvero il polimorfismo temporale che struttura l'eternità, quanto contrasta la mono-dromia universale, quanto sovverte l'univoca direzione alle morte di ogni corpo celeste (Blanqui 1983:20).

They remain unknown and removed in such a way that there is no possibility their warnings can cause us to be more alert. "So as to save us through pains". All great events in our globe have their cross entry, especially when they have involved mortality. Perhaps the English have lost the Battle of Waterloo many times over in the globes where their adversaries haven't committed the same stupidities as Grouchy. As a compensation, in another globe. Bonaparte does not always achieve victory in Marengo, which appears to be rough luck (Blanqui 1985).

21 In Plan de evasion (Bissy Casares, 1945) Bissy gives his personages the names of French collaborators during the Nazi occupation. The plot involves connections with other periods, but always orientated in the same direction: "My name is Bordenave. I am called Dreyfus because they say I always speak of Captain Dreyfus."

22 In an interview with Alain Resnais and Robbe-Grillet, the latter tells that after a private screening of the film, he received a call from Claude Oliver who told him: "Mais c'est L'invention de Morel! The interviewers explained some aspects of the book which associate with aspects of the film and Resnais, who didn't know the book, concluded that there was "un rapport ... frappant" (Kossakovsky, 1974).

23 For example, in a letter to Max Horkheimer (1938) from Paris, W. Benjamin referred to the commotion caused through the discovery of Blanqui's astronomical
fantasmagorisms. In the little time he had left until 1940, Benjamin was not to omit
the lucidity of the speculations which abound in the revealing messianism of L'éternite
par les astres”

34Borges says in the prologue to La invención de Morel "It is enough for me to say
that Bioy in a literary manner a concept which was refuted by St. Augustine and
Origenes, which was reasoned by Louis-August Blanqui and expressed through
unforgettable music Dante Gabriel Rossetti:

I have been here before
But when or how I cannot tell
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